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Russia in the Epicenter of the Global Hinterland
The development of global hinterland is often associated with various interaction 
problems of developed and developing countries. 

According to the renowned sociologist Teodor Shanin, at the turn of the 20th 
century Russia was the first country of the so-called Third World – the world of 
developing countries (Shanin, 1977). From this historical point of view, the Soviet 
experiment was a dramatic attempt by a huge developing country, Russia, to 
overcome its backwardness, proving with its own example the possibility of alter-
native development for the developed and the developing states.

For the years ahead, the crash of the Soviet system predestined Russia’s pes-
simistic uncertainty of its strength and paths of development in the world of the 
developed and the developing countries.

This chapter explores the paradox that Russia is in a much more powerful posi-
tion than it takes on today – with its renewable energy potential, forest mass 
and agricultural land reserve, highly skilled population, 14 land borders, 41 sea 
borders and a continuing focus on subsoil resources.

In recent years, Russia has resumed its attempts to intensify the search for the 
independent development and wider participation in various alliances, both with 
developed and developing countries.

Russia and the Global Hinterland

From the Soviet era to today, 
Russia’s potential.

Left: Soviet poster: “Fight 
for the maximum use of 
all reserves of collective 
production for a good harvest!”

Right: Agriculture in the city of 
Lipetsk, Russia. Source: ITAR-
TASS, 2012



Saint Petersburg & Baltic 2006

The official photo session of the G8 leaders, invited
leaders and heads of international organizations 

Photo: http://en.g8russia.ru/photoreports/20060717/1246524.html

Petrograd, Leningrad, Saint Petersburg 

In Saint Petersburg, the Window to Europe thanks 
to the Baltic sea it was celebrated a VIP party. The 
group of eight had a first summit in Russia since 
the addition of this one that was formerly a part of 
in 1997 when it was called just G7. The leaders of 
the better economies of the world are usually in 
contact with summits every year to discuss the 
global agenda, and it was the case in 2006, they 
met in Strelna, in front of the Gulf of Finland. This 
extension of the Baltic sea in another hand is not 
so different in not so global view. Baltic region is 
one of the successes examples of capitalism, but 
with a different scale and with the love for the 
excellence of the scandinavian countries.

Although the G87 is formed by France, Germany, 
Italy, Japan, Britain, United States of America and 
Russia, we should remember that with there is a 
common representation of the European Union, so 
we can think as G8 plus EU. And I mention that 
because we can remember that Saint Petersburg 

was an open window of Russia to Europe under the 
gaze of Peter The Great back in 1700, who not only 
create a city from his mind but also move the 
capital of Russia there.

So we have the second capital of Russia, also 
called the north capital, leading in a G8 meeting in 
front of the Baltic  region. It looks that is all about 
location.

Benefits

The total budget used goes to $397,000,0008 in 
which 90% from Federal budget with a financial 
support by private companies for $5.9 million. The 
benefits for the place were for Konstantinovsky 
Palace, new helicopters, 2.2 million usd and New 
press center complex in Strelna suburb valued in 
$10 million. In terms of insfraestructure went to 
Pulkovo airport that completed a new landing strip, 
replacement of meteorological stations, navigation 
and signaling equipment and roads

Vladivostok & Pacific 2012

The bridge that soon will be finished will connect the 
city of Vladivostok with Russky Island, where the next 
APEC summit will be gather at the new Far Eastern 
Federal University. 

Photo: Gustavo Cabáñez, Vladivostok, February 2012

A soviet capital

Vladivostok got 6,000,000,000 USD.

Two bridges have been built to connect to the 
future. The frozen sea opens a way to get through, 
Russky Island is waiting for you. So new bridges 
are coming, so the sea will no need to open again, 
an extension has been made. An international and 
political visions change local landscape.

“The subprogram includes 40 events that stipulate 
the construction of 96 comprehensive projects, 
including sub projects.”

APEC 2012

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation is the an
economic  forum with headquarters in Singapore 
that address support for economic growth and 
prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region up to its name 
peace.

Benefits

¥ Construction of the Far Eastern Federal 
University, in particular its natural sciences and 
financial economic buildings, hotels with 5,500 
rooms and a healthcare center;

¥ Reconstruction work to Vladivostok airport, the 
construction of a new international terminal and 
an approach highway;

¥ Construction of a helipad on Russky Island;
¥ Road building and reconstruction in the Primorye 

Territory;
¥ Construction of bridges to Russky Island across 

the Eastern Bosphorus Strait and the Zolotoy 
Rog Bay, and the De-Freeze-Sedanka low-level 
bridge;

¥ Development of local telecommunications and 
communications systems;

¥ Development of the utilities infrastructure in 
Vladivostok;

¥ Construction and modernization of energy and 
heating supply infrastructure.”

Ekaterinburg & Urals 2009

4 billion dlls, 2 years of preparation and 42,000 police 
man were some effects of the first BRIC Summit.6

Photo © www.eleconomista.com.mx

The center at the middle 

So it is not a bad idea to meet, and then is not 
surprising that this important meeting take place in 
the border of Europe with Asia, after all is Russia 
inviting Brazil to look at the east.
Jim O’Neill from Goldman Sachs, based in London, 
wrote a paper at the end of 2001 claiming that, 
even he likes the concept of globalization, maybe 
not all  the world share the benefits of it, and 9-11 
was a wake up call to everybody. The paper looked 
into GDP potentials of developing economies,
trying to attract the idea that, thanks to
globalization, the world is growing. China and India 
jump immediately, later Russia and finally Brazil. 
This four countries appear with similar situations 
after apply different projections for the next ten 
years, and that was just the starting point.

Ural epicenter

Maybe unwillingly, maybe not, but they are there, 
after someone else told them who they are and 
actually some of them need new friends. 

As the G6 is not a geographical located group the 
BRIC had a similar condition. The path is not in the 
map. Is the similar situations the ones who appear 
to order the new understanding of globalization. A 
new approach to the world highlighting their
differences. 

A call from Russia House

The invitation by Russia was accepted by the 
others. The place would apply his expertise as it is 
also a important point thru the way for the trans 
siberian, and connecting distant points of interest 
was something it does regularity. Is not clear what 
has happened there, but the meeting took place, 
space, time and for that will remain in the history of 
this new approach. It is not the first time that this 
Ural capital takes stage for the “new” era, here also 
was the start, and the end of Russian empire, as 
the Nicholas II was killed with his family back in 
1918 remarking the end of the empire and the 
beginning of a new world order.

Kazan, Universiade 2013

“This city is unquestionably the first in Russia after 
Moscow… Everything here indicates that it is a capital
of a vast kingdom” Catherine II (the Great)11

Photo © Gustavo Cabáñez. May 2012

Very welcome

This is the better way to say “thank you” to a city 
and return a little bit back to a student city. Kazan, 
a young (by people) old city (more than one 
thousand since was founded) will take place to the 
eyes of the world with the Universiade 2013, 
Olimpcs summer Sports12. 

There are 44 institutes of higher education in 
Kazan, including 19 branches of universities from 
other cities. More than 140,000 students are 
educated in the city. Kazan Federal University 
(founded in 1804) is third oldest university in 
Russia after Saint Petersburg State University 
(1724) and Moscow State University (1755). In 
2009 KFU got Federal status as main university of 
Volga Region.

KAZANSUMMIT 2012

IV International Summit: Economic cooperation of 
Russia and OIC countries
May 17-18, 2012, Kazan, Russia
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation OIC
http://kazansummit.ru/eng/

Peninsula Kamchatka & East 1996

Volcanoes of Kamchatka were included to UNESCO 
WHC in 1996.

Photo © www.eleconomista.com.mx

Justification for Inscription and Extension

The Committee inscribed the Volcanoes of
Kamchatka as one of the most outstanding
examples of the volcanic regions in the world on 
the basis of natural  criteria (vii), (viii) and (ix). The 
site contains a high density of active volcanoes, a 
variety of different types and a wide range of 
volcanic features. The Peninsula location between 
a large continental  landmass and the Pacific Ocean 
also exhibits unique characteristics with major
concentrations of wildlife.

Russia in UNESCO

(Natural category)

¥ Central Sikhote-Alin (2001)
¥ Golden Mountains of Altai (1998)
¥ Lake Baikal (1996)
¥ Natural System of Wrangel Island Reserve 

(2004)
¥ Putorana Plateau (2010)
¥ Uvs Nuur Basin (2003)
¥ Virgin Komi Forests (1995)
¥ Volcanoes of Kamchatka (1996)
¥ Western Caucasus (1999)

UNESCO in the world

Norilsk & North 2007 

“Norilsk Nickel in Russia has contacted Blacksmith 
Institute to partner on a remediation project in order to 
tackle the legacy pollution issues.”

Photo: http://www.ciencia1.com/noticias.asp?id=10254

Darkness 

One of the worse cities to live in due to the pollution   
which is consider to be the 1 percent global 
producer of sulfur dioxide emisios. At that point The 
Blacksmith Institute has included this city as one of 
the most polluted places in the world in the Anual 
report of  2007. 

Norilsk Nickel in Russia, responsible for producing 
a fifth of the world’s nickel  and emitting tons of 
highly polluting compounds, so the company has 
contacted Blacksmith Institute to partner on a 
remediation project in order to tackle the legacy 
pollution issues.

More than 45 days in the night

Founded 1920, this soviet city is 45 days in the 
night every year. It is the second largest city (with 
more than 100,000 hab.) located in the
northernmost.

In 2007 MMC Norilsk become the first producer of 

Niquel in the world, after the acquisition of 90% of a 
canadian company LionOre Mining International, 
Ltd. with the biggest foreign trade in the history of 
Russia.

Clean up status change from 2006 as “Unknown” to 
2007 as “Norilsk Nickel has begun to implement 
plans for some emissions controls. There is as yet 
little visible improvement”.10

Irkutsk & Baykal 1996 

Russia occupies the second place holding 40 
UNESCO Chairs but Irkutsk Chair is the only one of 
water resources, Lake Baykal is the reason. 

Photo: Gustavo Cabáñez, Lake Baykal, Listvianka, 2012

It’s all about Life

Lake Baykal as a part of Russia “the most”
adjective is also present many times when you 
read about it. The oldest, deepest, clearest, biggest 
lake of the world and the largest reservoir of the 
World’s drinking water. Cleanest is also a
superlative that can be apply but still activist 
organization like Greenpeace claims in a russian 
campaign: ZERO-POLLUTION!

The water as the most necessary resource for the 
life on the planet needs constant study, research 
and culture. The main reason to select Irkutsk for a 
Chair in 2001 was the lake Baykal. A UNESCO 
World Heritage Sit since 1996, the deepest (1637m 
as far we know) lake of the planet with the 20% of 
liquid fresh water of the Earth. 

Megadiversity

Russia is a rich country, it has a vast list of 
resources like Mineral, Oil and Gas but we should 
remember a special one, water. The pearl of 
Siberia is 25 million years old, it is 636km length 
and between 27-80km width with a surface of 

31500 km2 (bigger than Belgium). "Just as the G-8 
countries concentrate a major portion of the world's 
economic  wealth, the 17 Megadiversity Countries 
have within their borders more than two thirds of 
our planet's biological  wealth, its biodiversity"
Conservation International. President Dr. Russell  A. 
Mittermeier.

Megadiverse Countries

Place Area Event Organization Year Amount USD by
Sochi Black Sea Winter Olympics IOC 2014 12,000,000,000 60% Federal and 40% private
Vladivostok Pacific Summit APEC 2012 6,000,000,000 Federal
Yekaterimburg Urals Summit BRIC 2009 4,000,000,000 Federal and Local budget
Saint Petersburg Baltic Summit G8 2006 397,000,000 Federal and private
Kazan Volga Universiade FISU 2013 311,642,982 Federal and private
Norilsk North Cleanup Blacksmith Institute 2007 5,000,000 Norilsk Nickel
Kamchatka Peninsula Inscription UNESCO 1996 4,000,000 World Heritage Fund
Irkutsk Baykal Inscription UNESCO 1996 4,000,000 World Heritage Fund

Place Organization Year Amount USD
Sochi IOC 2014 12,000,000,000
Vladivostok APEC 2012 6,000,000,000
Yekaterimburg BRIC 2009 4,000,000,000
Saint Petersburg G8 2006 397,000,000
Kazan FISU 2013 311,642,982
Norilsk Blacksmith Institute 2007 5,000,000
Kamchatka UNESCO 1996 4,000,000
Irkutsk UNESCO 1996 4,000,000
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Transformation of the Russian Hinterland

Global affects Local
The cases included below provide an illustration of how global events influence 
and transform the Russian hinterlands on a local scale, and in everyday life. 

Amounts
The budgets allocated for the development in preparation for international event 
and summits often exceed many times the local budgets. And therefore become 
an opportunity to develop grand strategic projects that would otherwise remain 
unfeasible.

The total sum of investment for all the projects illustrated below together is $23 
billion, which on average is $3 billion per project or event.

From a global, regional or local 
perspective it is positive to look 
“outside the box”, just as Prof. 
Meadows advised in his lecture 
“New Horizons for Business 
in the Limited World. The next 
50 years” at Skolkovo. In this 
approach to a global vision 
of the Russian hinterland, 
every case is related to the 
immediate area that it affected 
in a positive or negative way.

“To provide context and 
scale for these problems, 
Blacksmith Institute and 
Green Cross Switzerland 
have updated their work in 
this new report - “World’s 
Worst Pollution Problems.” 
Rather than focusing on just 
a few locations, this report 
gives an overview of the range 
of pollution threats humans 
face throughout the world... 
PROBLEMS ARE MORE 
THAN JUST A FEW SITES.” 

World’s Worst Pollution 
Problems, 2008 Report
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“1. We stress the central role 
played by the G20 Summits 
in dealing with the financial 
crisis.” 

“12. We underline our support 
for a more democratic and just 
multi-polar world order based 
on the rule of international 
law, equality, mutual respect, 
cooperation, coordinated 
action and collective decision-
making of all states. We 
reiterate our support for 
political and diplomatic efforts 
to peacefully resolve disputes 
in international relations.”

First Joint Statement of the 
BRIC Countries’ Leaders 

* “Building Better Global 
Economic BRICs”, Goldman 
Sachs Economic Research 
Group, Paper No: 66, 30th 
November 2001

Russia’s Potential Role

A Multipolar World
The G8 (Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the United Kingdom 
and the United States) is a group of countries with developed economies which 
represent more than 50% of Global GDP.

It is important to note that Brazil, India and China are not part of this forum, but 
these three countries together represent more than 15.4% of global GDP, and 
the projections are that they will outgrow the G8. In terms of area the G8 repre-
sent 26% of world’s land total (14.59% without Russia) but in terms of population 
this is only 12.7%. Brazil, Russia, India and China together represent more than 
40% of the world’s population (41.74%), 3.2 times more than G8. “It is time for 
the world to build better global economic BRICs”* is the conclusion of research, 
which was presented in November 2001 by Jim O’Neill, of  Goldman Sachs 
Research, with a question that highlighted: ”What have the G7 done?”. At this 
moment the concept BRIC was created. BRIC is indeed a concept.

Following the first BRIC summit in summer 2009, during which the first joint 
statement was formulated, it is clear that BRIC supports the G20 and a multipo-
lar world. Russia has a central position, and provides a connection between 
power and growth.

The new balance of global 
relations with emerging 
economies. Russia’s 
preference appears to be 
for BRIC, as shown by the 
amount of investment in 2009 
in the first BRIC summit, which 
was 10 times more than the 
investment in the G8 Summit 
of 2006.
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BRICX is an approach which has been defined to conceptualise and research 
the global hinterland in which we find ourselves. Russia is the largest hinterland, 
engaging through different forums, unions and cooperation with countries of dif-
ferent types. 

BRIC is a concept that can be defined as a theoretical union without any kind of 
specific economic or political agenda, but with a rural and Industrial perspective 
that is not simple at all. BRICX is therefore not an economic concept, but a way 
to understand the economic, natural, geographical diversity of the world.
X has been added to represent a 10-year period. A time that will allow us to 
understand our recent past and to see our close future, 2001-2011-2021. X as 
a variable can be changed, such as BRIC’K’ with South Korea, or BRIC’M’ with 
Mexico. The constant of such an acronym is multiple, mixed and plural. X as the 
cross, and an effort to put Russia on the global hinterland map, which despite its 
scale and potential it is often missing from the global consciousness.

“Growth in expenditure 
continued to be led by 
emerging markets in 2010 – 
major growth rates came from 
China (+25%), the Russian 
Federation (+27%) or Brazil 
(+51%). The multi-speed 
nature of tourism recovery 
widely reflected the broader 
economic situation and 
the dynamism of emerging 
economies.”
International tourism in 2010, 
Final Report 2010 World 
Tourism Organization

Lonely Planet Covers: 
“Russia” 5th Edition and 
“Moscow” 4th Edition, 2011.

“The snow lay deep and when 
silence suddenly fell, one could 
almost have believe oneself in 
a village in midwinter, deep in 
the hinterlands of Russia.”

Walter Benjamin,  
“Moscow Diary”, 1926.

BRICX – Big Rural Industrial Complex

201120011991 2021 2050

USSR Russia BRIC X

From USSR to BRIC. Timeline 
based on a decade since the 
end of the USSR. 
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It was the Soviet Union which first faced the problem of lack of development. 
Echoes of famous Soviet development projects can be found in today’s ambi-
tious rural and industrial projects in Brazil, China and India. Although today it 
seems that Russia still has to learn a lot from its former ‘pupils’, especially the 
ability to rapidly convert its rural-industrial potential into start-ups of successful 
innovative development in modern branches of the economy, which also help 
to transform the problems of traditional hinterland: infrastructure, education and 
industry, for example:

Virgin lands campaign

USSR, 1950 Brazil, 2000

USSR , 1930 China, 2000

USSR , 1930

India , 2011

Brazil , 2012

Literacy

Hydroelectric stations 

India, 2000

China, 2010

Lessons between BRICs

Russia can now take 
advantage of the new 
BRIC group in terms 
of infrastructure as for 
example China’s transport 
system, Education and 
Technology of India and 
Industry and aircrafts 
factories in Brazil.
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Institutions and Openness
In the updated assessment and strategic formulation of the con-
cept BRIC* (Goldman Sachs, 2003) a number of new concepts 
appear: institutions (boosting connectivity) and openness (helping 
relations). BRIC countries have an increasingly important role, due 
to their growing participation in the global/international context.

The other two concepts which emerge are Macro Stability and 
Education, where Education is particularly urgent in a world that is 
shifting in terms of technology and sustainable development.

Advice for Growth

Maps of G20 and the BRIC countries.

Charts: International organizations and number 
of countries that belong to them. BRICS is a 
small group that includes South Africa in official 
terms, but also BRIC countries are highly 
connected for various purposes, 2011.

* “Dreaming With BRICs: The Path to 2050”, 
Goldman Sachs Economic Research Group, 
Paper No: 99, 1st October 2003

G20

BRIC
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To fully understand the potential of Russian hinterland it is important to place it in 
the context of the DNA of neighboring countries and their hinterlands.
This analysis approaches the contrasts of different kind of aspects, from area 
and population to labor force by occupation.

DNA
 - Russia has the biggest land area in the world but makes little contribution to 

agricultural production (like India).
 - Agriculture as a percentage of GDP by sector is similar in all countries, only 

Russia’s production is significantly lower.
 - The arable land of India and permanent crop lands of Turkey are significant 

and should be considered within the context of the other countries.
 - China, India and also Brazil have large, young populations and subsequently 

large labour forces.
 - A high percentage of rural populations can be found in India and Pakistan.
 - Pakistan faces a problems in employment. But its problems are different from 

those in Iran and India (countries with high technological productivity), which 
are struggling with high level of illiteracy. 

 - The negative number is the population decrease in Russia, Belarus and 
Ukraine, with an average of 0.5% per year. 

 - Telephones, cell phones and the Internet (in %): Korea GDP is a third of 
China’s GDP but access to cell phones per capita is almost 3 times higher.

 - The annual federal budget of China with more than $1 trillion and GDP (with 
purchasing power parity) of $10 trillion is a measure of success, but it is also 
possible to look at South Korea and Mexico, with annual budgets almost as 
big as Russia.

Neighbours

The Russian hinterland 
has two kind of neighbors: 
Countries that were part of 
the USSR and have become 
neighbors; and a second 
layer including China, India, 
Pakistan, Turkey and so on.
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10,090.004,060.002,172.001,459.00464.90818.70960.5011.02196.40305.20131.202,223.00

7,548.343,460.8910,676.9029,998.312,622.4612,212.5612,345.103,465.4112,703.356,720.1613,698.7015,948.04

1,506.00201.00199.70466.3020.2978.69117.404.7859.2349.7124.49376.70

1,307.00327.00187.70417.9032.7158.97166.306.5330.1153.5429.79237.30

34.0034.0066.0068.4036.6045.0045.8055.0062.2065.7044.7058.00
28.0014.0014.0024.3020.3031.0024.7011.5011.9018.5045.9032.00
38.0052.0020.007.3043.0025.0029.5033.5025.9015.809.4010.00

294.3835.0942.1419.896.7828.5416.200.194.0112.944.1442.14

22.022.9920.7240.903.8342.5820.826.0825.9428.4943.2230.23

859.00752.00202.9491.3679.9050.7761.772.5119.7753.9310.33202.94

64.2664.1099.76187.8545.0775.7379.3978.93127.86118.75107.89145.59

389.0061.3475.9831.028.2839.4027.230.335.307.772.6475.98

29.105.2337.3563.784.6758.7735.0010.3834.2717.1127.6054.51

4,073.00954.002,301.0063.003,979.0050.001,300.0085.6636.009,150.00

9,400.003,182.002,029.002,061.00365.001,425.00715.1017.00221.00491.70252.002,147,483.65

102.5052.8024.0723.8079.000.5618.5020.300.25587.00

129.0064.9525.1324.0923.8079.0022.6018.2075.8020.50402.10

4,604.00835.30509.20239.1059.19459.50185.204.3186.20172.9032.95509.20

4,693.00600.60455.70181.5054.40455.10161.003.3888.11134.6031.07455.70
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 Australia
 Brunei
 Canada
 Chile
 China 
 Hong Kong 
 Indonesia
 Japan
 South Korea 
 Mexico
 Malaysia
 New Zealand
 Papua New Guinea
 Peru
 Philippines
 Singapore
 Taiwan 
 Thailand
 United States
 Vietnam

Denmark 
Estonia 
Finland
Germany 
Iceland 
Latvia
Lithuania 
Norway 
Poland 
Sweden
European Commission

Albania
Armenia
Azerbaijan
Bulgaria
Georgia
Greece
Moldova
Romania
Serbia
Turkey
Ukraine

By land: 
Azerbaijan
Belarus 
China
Estonia 
Finland 
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Kazakhstan
North Korea  
Latvia
Lithuania
Mongolia  
Norway  
Poland 
Ukraine
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LandÊBorders

SeaÊBorders

APECÊ+ÊCBSSÊ+ÊBSECÊ+ÊArcticÊCouncil
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The total number of countries bordering with Russia is 14 by land, and 41 by 
sea.

By land Russia borders with 14 countries. Exploring the sea connection reveals 
that the number of (potential) links dramatically expands through the Black Sea 
with 11 countries, Baltic 10 and Pacific 20. This is not a geographical sum, but 
an approach to redefine and expand existing unions where Russia could develop 
and take on a more active role.

The list of organizations that Russia is a part of includes the Council of the Baltic 
Sea States, the Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation, the Asia-
Pacific Economic Cooperation and the Arctic Council. These are efforts to have 
good relations in socioeconomics and politics with their neighbors.

Russia’s strategic location 
understanding sea connections

41 by Sea 
(APEC, CBSS, BSEC, AC)

Bordering countries
14 by Land

Russia by sea




